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Any multivariate distribution can occur as the limit of extreme values in a sequence of independent, 
non-identically distributed random vectors. Under a reasonable uniform negligibility condition 
the class of such limit distributions can be totally characterized, which extends the known univariate 
results. In addition, some results on the dependence structure of a possible limit law are given, 
as for instance the independence, the positive lower orthant dependence or the association. 
multivariate extremes * non i.i.d. random vectors * u.a.n. condition * limit laws * dependence 
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1. Introduction 
Let {Xi, i 2 1) be a sequence of independent d-dimensional random vectors, with 
(non-identical) distributions Fi. We consider the maximum value M,, of X,, is n, 
in each component, i.e. 
M,,j = max{X,, is n}, j s d, 
and deal with the limit behaviour of M,, = (M,,, , . . . , Mnd)’ as n + 00. Assuming that 
the random sequence is i.i.d., it is known that in case the distribution of M,, converges 
to a nondegenerate limit law, the limit is a so-called multivariate extreme value 
distribution (see e.g. de Haan and Resnick (1977), Galambos (1978), Marshall and 
Olkin (1983), Deheuvels (1984)). In this paper we extend these results to non- 
stationary sequences and we discuss the dependence structure of the possible limit 
laws. 
We deal with the convergence of 
n 
(1) 
where a,, and b, are sequences in Rd, a, with positive components. Note that all 
algebraic operations are meant componentwise. 
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The t&variate independent case has been discussed by Juncosa (1949) and 
Meijzler (1950) (see in Galambos (1978)), showing e.g. that any univariate distribu- 
tion G can occur as the limit in (1) (with d = I). In addition, under some reasonable 
restrictions the class of univariate limits in (1) can be further characterized, which 
excludes the less important extreme value limits. The extension of these questions 
to higher dimensions is given in Section 2. 
In the multivariate case the dependence structure of the limit G is a rather 
important new aspect to discuss. This is in some sense treated by introducing the 
so-called dependence function (see Galambos (1978) or Deheuvels (1984)). But in 
applications, for instance in reliability, other concepts are important. For instance, 
in the i.i.d. case it is known by Marshall and Olkin (1983) that the limit G is 
associated, i.e. 
Cov(+(Z), $(Z)) 2 0 
for any (componentwise) nondecreasing functions 4 and I+!I with Z- G. In the 
following we deal with this and related dependence questions in Section 3. The 
extension of these results to dependent non-stationary sequences will be dealt with 
in another paper. 
2. Convergence results 
For the univariate case, the example Xi - G”, with CT=“,, (Y~ = 1 
any distribution G can occur as limit in (l), more precisely, 
n 
P{maxX,<z}= n F,(z): G(z) as n-+cc 
isn i=l 
by the chosen cryi. In this case, G” is a distribution function for any (Y > 0. But in 
and CY~ > 0 shows that 
a higher dimension, this does not hold for any multivariate distribution. If it is true, 
then G is called a max infinitely divisible (max i.d.) distribution (see Balkema and 
Resnick (1977)). Hence it follows that also any max i.d. distribution can be the limit 
of (1) by F, = G”f with CT=“=, ai = 1, (1, s 1 and b, ~0: 
ii F,(z): G(z) as n+co. (2) 
i=l 
This class of max i.d. distributions includes obviously the multivariate extreme value 
distributions. Note that the dependence structure of max i.d. distribution is positive; 
for instance, it is easy to prove that a max i.d. G is PLOD (positive lower orthant 
dependent, cf. Joag-Dev (1983)): i.e. G(z) z n,“=, G,( z,) with G, the marginal distri- 
bution Of G, Z’ = (z,, . . . , zd). 
But even negative dependent G may occur in (2). For example, let Fi be a 
Morgenstern distribution with d = 2, y < 0, 
F,(x, v) = H?(x)W(~)[lt- y(l- W(x))(l- W4y))l 
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with Hi any univariate distribution, (Y~ > 0 and CT=, (Y; = 1. Then (2) holds with G 
NLOD (negative lower orthant dependent): 
G(x, Y) = H,(x)H*(y)H*(x, Y) c HI(x)Hz(Y) = G,(x)G,(y) 
where H*(x, y) = lim,,, ny=, [l-t y(l- Hyg(x))(l- H,“l(y))] exists. 
The following example shows that in general any multivariate distribution in Rd 
can be the limit of (l), which extends the known univariate statement. Let G be 
any multivariate distribution in Rd. Then there exists a sequence {g,, n 2 1) in Rd 
such that 
G(g,,)*l-l/n2 foreverynzl. 
We may assume without restriction that g,, is nondecreasing in n (componentwise). 
Then define 
bn=b,_l+(gn+(logn)*)+ forn>l 
and 
b, = g, 
where (Y)+ = ((yA+, . . . , (y,),)’ with (yj)+ = yj, if yj > 0, and 0, else, and (log n)* = 
(log n, . . . , log n)‘e Rd. Again, b, is nondecreasing by definition and for id n - 1 
b,--b,+zab,-b,_,+z 
~g,+(logn)*+zZg, 
for n sufficiently large and any fixed z E Rd. Let {Y, i 2 1) be an i.i.d. sequence with 
Y, - G and define X, = Y + bi for all i 2 1. Then we find 
P{mrx Xi - b, < z} = P{ Y, =S b, - bi + z, i c n} 
n-L 
=G(z) n G(b,-bi+z)sG(~) 
i=l 
and n:Crr G(b,-b;+z)a(l-l/n’)” + 1 as n + CIZ by the definition of g,,. Thus 
d 
These examples represent cases where only a few of the random vectors dominate 
the remaining ones with respect to the maximum M,. Such examples are less 
important with respect to the usual applications. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume 
a uniform asymptotic negligibility condition, by supposing that every X, is asymptoti- 
cally negligible with respect to the normalizations a, and b,. We say that with some 
tE(O,l]: 
Condition. Ad, holds if with a suitable normalization a, and b,, a, with positive 
components: 
max{l-F,(a,z+b,)}+O asn-+co 
r=n 
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and 
C (l-F,(a,z+6,))-,w(t,z) asn+cc 
is-nr 
for all z. Assume that w( 1, z) < 03 for some z E Rd. We denote Ad, simply by Ad. 
With this assumption the class of limit distributions in (1) can be totally charac- 
terized. 
Theorem 1. Let {X,, i 3 l} be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. If 
Ad, holdsfor every t E (0, l] with normalization a,, and b,, then the class of nondegenerate 
limit distributions G in (l), i.e. 
d 
P{A4,~a,z+b,}--, G(z) asn+oo 
is precisely given by the distributions G which satisfies 
G:(z):= G(z)/G(A(t)z+B(t)) (3) 
is a distribution in Rd, for every t E [(0, 11, with suitable functions A(t) : (0, l] -+ Rt 
and B(t):(O, l]+Rd where A(t)A(s)=A(st) and B(st)=A(s)B(t)+B(s) for s, tE 
(0911. 
The given characterization (3) generalizes the representation of the univariate 
case for d > 1, and is equivalent to the statement in the univariate case (see p. 182 
in Galambos (1978)). Also the condition A d, is an extension of the univariate 
conditions. 
Proof. Let us assume that (3) holds. We construct a sequence {Xi, i 2 1) such that 
(1) is satisfied. Define a sequence {ai, i Al} with a,=i/(i+l) and P,,=~~=,LY~= 
l/( n + l), p,, = 1. Let { Yi, i 2 l} be a sequence of independent random vectors with 
Y, - G$, and define X, = A(&) Yi + B(Pi). Then we get 
P{Mn ~AA(pn)z+B(pn)I= fI G~,([A(P,)Z+B(P,)-B(P,)IIA(Pi)) 
r=, 
= fi GZ,(A(PnIPi)Z + B(PnlPi)) 
i=l 
=fi G(A(PJPi)z + N&/Pi)) 
i=l G(A(cui)A(P,lP,)Z+A((r,)B(P,/Pi))+B(cwi)) 
= fi G(A(PnIPi)Z + B(Pn/‘Pi)) 
i=l G(A(PnIPi-l)Z + B(PnIPI-I)) 
= G(A(l)z+B(l))lG(A(P,)z+B(P,)). (4) 
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The assumed properties of A(f) and B(t) imply for every component either 
A,(t) = 1 and B,(t) = b, log t with b, <O or A,(t) = t”~ and B,(t) = b,(t”~ - l), by the 
univariate properties and results. In the second case either Aj > 0 with G,(-bj) = 1 
or A, <O with G,(-b,:) = 0. Therefore we find that (4) converges in distribution to 
G(z) as n + CO. With the same arguments we find also that the condition Ad, holds 
for any 1~ (0, 11, with w(t, z)= -log G(A(t)z+B(t)). 
(2) For the converse part, let z be such that ~(1, Z) < 00. Then by Condition Ad,, 
for any I E (0, 11, 
= exp 
1 
-(1$-0(l)) 2 (l-Fi(a,Z+b,)) 
isflr I 
+exp{-w(t,z)}=: G”‘(Z) asn+co. 
But we have also P{M,,,, 6 u[,,,~ z + b,,,,} --z exp{-w( 1, z)} = G(z). By Khintchine’s 
lemma there exist functions A(t): (0, l] + Rd, and B(t): (0, l] + Rd such that 
G”‘(z) = G(A( t)z + B( t)). 
Since 
P{,ma~~ X; s a,z + b,} = P{M, 6 ant + b,}/ P{MI,,, -s a,z + b,} 
+ G(z)/G(A(t)z+B(t)) = G:(z) 
for any z such that G(z) > 0, it follows that GI: is a distribution in Rd. The properties 
of A(t) and B(t) follow (componentwise) by the known univariate statements (see 
Galambos (1978)). 
Remark. By the univariate case it is known that G, is continuous except for the 
finite lower or upper endpoint of G, (i.e. if A(t) F 1 and Aj < 0 respectively Aj > 0). 
Hence, the multivariate distribution G satisfying (3) is continuous in the interior 
of its support. This implies then together with the following Theorem 4, that the 
class of distributions defined by (3) is a proper subclass of the max i.d. distributions. 
(Take e.g. the example c in Section 2 of Gerritse (1986)). 
The following result states a further characterization of the possible limit laws 
without the normalization functions A(t) and B(t). It is a consequence of Theorem 
1 and the “Cramer-Weld” device for maxima. We call a univariate distribution H 
sup log-concave if either 
(i) log H(. ) is concave or 
(ii) x,(H) < cy) and log H(x,(H) -exp( *>) is concave or 
(iii) x$(H)> --OO and log H(x$(H)+exp( .)) is concave, 
where x0(H) and xt( H) denote upper and lower endpoint of H. 
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Theorem 2. Let {Xi, i a 1) be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. If 
Adt holds for every t E (0, l] with normalization a,, and b,, then for every nondegenerate 
limit distribution G of (3) and for every v E [0, a~)~: the univariate distribution 
G,(z):= G(z/v,, . . . , z/q,)= P , <yf$, o vj4’ c z 
is sup log-concave, where z E R, Z - G, with z/O := +CO for every z E R. 
A related converse statement is formulated in Theorem 5. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we show that (3) implies the sup log-concavity for every 6”. 
By (1) we have with (z/v)‘:= (z/v,, . . . , z/vd) 
,li_i P{M~jsa,(z/vj)+b,,j~d}=~“(z) 
and 
lim P{MI,,I,js a,(z/vj)+ b,, js d} =exp{-w( t, Z/V)}. 
**or, 
This implies the sup log-concavity as in Theorem 1 or or as in the known univariate 
case. 
Note that the class of sup self-decomposable distributions introduced by Gerritse 
(1986) is obviously included in the above class. This class is precisely the set of 
limit laws in (1) by assuming a, = 1 and 6, = b,, 1; Z - G is sup self-decomposable 
if for every t E [0, CO), there exists a random vector Z,, independent of Z, such that 
zqz-tl)vZ, 
with l’= (1,. . . , 1) E Rd. Note that the distribution of Z, plays the role of Gt of 
Theorem 2 with s = exp( - t). 
In the same way we can discuss the convergence of the point process of exceed- 
antes to a inhomogenous Poisson point process, as is dealt with in a number of 
related papers: for the multivariate independent case cf. Resnick (1987) and for the 
univariate nonstationary case cf. Hiisler (1986), where we used similar methods as 
in the univariate stationary case cf. Leadbetter et al. (1983). 
3. Dependence properties 
As mentioned in the introduction, the dependence properties of the limits G are of 
special interest. Indeed, the class of G with independent components Gj forms for 
applications an important subset of the class given in Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 3. Let {Xi, i 2 l} be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. Assume 
that Ad holds with normalization a,, and b,, then 
s’,“=; c P{x~>un,,x,r>u,,~}+o asrl-t~ 
;=, ,=j<,'=d 
for all z such that G(z) > 0, with u, = a,z + b,, is equivalent to 
G(Z) = fI G,(zj) 
j=l 
(6) 
with G, the jth marginal of G. 
Proof. Note that Ad implies that G exists. Obviously, (1) is equivalent to 
; (l-&(u,))+r=-logG(z)=w(l,z)<a 
i=l 
and 
$ (l-~~(u,))+~=-logGj(zj) foralljsd 
i=l 
by Ad. Using the Bonferroni inequality we find 
I-Fi(u,)c; P{X,>u,}= $ (l-Fi,(u,j)):=Si 
j=1 j=l 
(7) 
and 
1 -Fi(U,)~Si- C P{X&> Unjr Xij’> Unj’}, 
j<j’ 
(8) 
Taking the sum on i in equations (7) and (8) and the limit as n + 00, we have 
d 
imsupS’,2’<r< 1 7j. 
n+‘= j=1 
If (5) holds, then T =Ci=, 3 which is equivalent to (6). 
Conversely, if (6) holds, then for every bivariate marginal of M,, like (Mnj, Mnj,)‘, 
we get as limit law G,,(z,, zj,) = exp( -5 - 7;), with q = -log Gj( 3). But this conver- 
gence is equivalent to 
3 + ~j = lim jJ P{X,, > unj or X,,> unj,} 
n-00 i=, 
= li+i 
( 
i P{X, > u,}+ i P{X,.> Unj,} 
i=, i=l 
- i P{Xg > U”j, Xv’ > Unj’} f 
r-1 > 
Hence lim,,, Cr=, P{X, > u,~, x,.> unjP} = 0 for any j #j’s d, which implies (5). 
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In general, G does not have independent components, but it has a positive 
dependence structure. We show that the limit distributions are associated if Ad 
holds, which extends Marshall and Olkin’s result to non-identically distributed 
random vectors. Association implies the useful PLOD property i.e. 
d 
G(t)3 n G,(z,) forallzERd. 
j=l 
Theorem 4. Let {X,, i * l} be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. Assume 
that Ad holds with normalization a,, and b,. Then the limit law G in (1) is max i.d. 
and hence associated. If in addition Adr, t < 1, holds, then also CT exists and is also 
max i.d. and associated. 
Proof. Note that 
P{M,,~aa,~+b,}= fi F,(a,z+b,)=: fj C,,,(Z) 
i=l i=l 
by Fi,,( *) = Fi(un. + b,). Hence {E’;,,, i c n, n 3 1) is a triangular array, satisfying the 
negligibility condition 
limmax(I-Fi,,(z))=limmax(l-Fi(a,z+b,))=O. 
n--r= irn ~-PM i-n 
Hence by Resnick (1987, p. 262) G is max i.d. which implies the association (Resnick 
(1987, Prop. 5.29)). The same holds also for CT. 
Remark. This implies that also the random vectors 2, used in the definition of sup 
self-decomposable distributions has a max i.d. distribution and is thus also 
associated. 
We discuss now a converse statement of Theorem 4. Assume that G is max i.d. 
with exponent measure p, this means G(z) = exp( -p ([ -co, z]‘)). Then we may ask 
for conditions such that G is even a limit law in (l), which means that there exists 
an independent sequence {Xi, iz l} of random vectors such that (1) holds with the 
given G. By the univariate results, every marginal G, must be sup log-concave. 
Hence there exist functions A/(t) (>O) and Bj( t) with the properties as in Theorem 
1, for every j S d, and with t E (0, 11. Let A(t) = (A,(t), . . , Ad(t))’ and in the same 
way B(t). For a given t define ~7 on subsets of Rd by 
P:([-W, zlc)=~([-~,~lC)--/*([-~,A(t)z+B(t)lc). 
If for every Bore1 set E of [I, oo]\{I}, for some 2 E [-co, CO)~ 
(9) 
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then ~7 is also an exponent measure, defining a max i.d., distribution G*(z) = 
exp(-pT([-a, 21’)). But G*(z) = G:(z), given in Theorem 1. Hence we proved 
Theorem 5. Assume that G is max i.d. with sup log-concave marginals Gj. If also (9) 
holdsfor every t E (0, 11, then G is a limit law in (1). 
Simple consequences of Theorem 4 are stated in the following two results. If Fi 
are all negative dependent, then Theorem 4 implies that G cannot be also negative 
dependent, but it has independent components. 
Corollary 6. Let {Xi, i 3 1) be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. 
Assume that Ad holds with normalization a, and b,. If for every i 2 1, F, is PNQD 
(pairwise negative quadrant dependent, i.e. every bivariate marginal F&s of F, satisfies 
Fi,jj,(z) < Fti(zj)FJzj,), 1 <j <j’s d), then the limit G of (1) has independent 
components. 
Proof. Ad implies that G exists. Hence for every component 
II d 
n Fij(+zj + bnj) + Gj(zj) 
as n + ~0. With the assumption on F< 
n n 
II E,jj*(anz +bn) s II n Fih(anhZh + bnh) -+ 
i=* i-1 h=j,j’ 
dji,, GhL 
as n + 00, which implies the pairwise independence of the components Zj by Theorem 
4. Since G is associated, this implies already the joint independence. 
If in the case of Corollary 6 Gf exists, then obviously it has also independent 
components. The independence of the components Zj follows also if Z, and ZJ are 
uncorrelated, for every pair j, j’, since G is associated. The independence follows 
by using a result of Newman and Wright (1981). The association property may even 
hold for M,, with n finite, by assuming that every F, is associated, is 1. 
Theorem 7. Let {Xi, i 3 1) be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. If 
every Xi - F, is associated, then also M,,, for all n, and the nondegenerate limit G in 
( 1) are associated. 
Proof. We use some facts of association (see Esary et al. (1968)). The union of 
associated random vectors which are independent, is associated; this gives that 
(X11,. . . , Xld, x2,, . . . , Xzd,. . . , x,,, , . . . , X&)’ is associated. Since M,i = 
max{X,, is n} is a nondecreasing function for every js d, M,, is associated; 
obviously, also the transformed random vector (M,, - b,,)/a,, with any suitable 
normalization. Since (M,, - b,)/a, converges in distribution to 2 - G, also the limit 
G is associated. 
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Our next theorem deals with a particular case which reduces strongly the class 
of possible limit laws. We give a sufficient condition in terms of w( f, z) such that 
G is an extreme value distribution. The following conditions hold for sequences 
{Xi, i> 1) which are in a certain sense asymptotically stationary with respect to 
extreme values. 
Theorem 8. Let {Xi, i 3 I} be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. Assume 
that Ad, holds with normalization a,, and b, for every 1 E (0, I]. If for every k 2 1 
kw(l/k,z)=w(l,~~z+d~)foreveryzandk21 (10) 
with suitable vectors ck and dk, then G is an extreme value distribution. 
Proof. We have to prove that G is max stable, i.e. that for every k3 1 there are 
some vectors cz and d: (cz with positive components) such that 
Gk(ctz+dz)=G(z) forallz. 
This is equivalent to kw(1, czz,+ dz) = ~(1, z). By the proof of Theorem 1 we get 
w(t, z) = ~(1, A(t)z+B(t)) 
for all t E (0, l] with some suitable functions A(t) and B(t). Hence with (10) and 
t=l/k 
~(1, z) = kw(llk, (Z-&)/Q) 
= kw(1, A(l/k)Z/C, -A(l/k)d,/q+B(l/k)) 
= kw(1, c:z+d:) 
where cj$=A(l/k)/c, and d:=-A(l/k)dJck+B(l/k). 
Note that in the i.i.d. case w( t, z) = fw(l, z). Thus (10) is satisfied with ck = 1 and 
dk=O. 
Finally, there exists another interesting case; opposite to the independence is the 
total dependence of the components. The components Zj are called totally depen- 
dent, if 
P{z,=z,=“‘=z,}=l 
holds, by assuming that G is such that its marginal distributions are identical, i.e. 
Gj( *) = G,( * ). In the i.i.d. case this case was considered by Sibuya (1960); he stated 
a necessary and sufficient condition. In the non-identical case we get the following 
result. 
Theorem 9. Let {Xi, i 2 l} be an independent sequence of random vectors in Rd. 
Assume that Ad holds with normalization a,, and b, and that the existing G satisjies 
Gj = G, , for every j s d. Then 
G(z)= G,(min (Zj)) (II) 
i 
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is equivalent to 
i P{Xq > Unj(X), Xij’> Unj’(X)} = f P{Xq > Unj(X)}+O( 1) (12) 
i=l i=* 
as n + M, for all 1 <j < j’c d and every x with G,(X) > 0 and U,j(x) = anjx + b,. 
Note that (12) is equivalent to 
i P{Xij> Unj(X), Xv’> U,‘(Y)}= i P{Xij’>lJ,‘(y)}+O(l) 
i=l i=l 
for every x s y and that 
(13) 
i P{X,> unj(x)}= $ P{X,,> unj~(x)}+o(l) 
i=* i=l 
=-log G,(x)+o(l) 
for n tending to co. 
Proof. (a) G exists by Ad which is equivalent to 
i p{X<%~.n(~)}+-lOg G(Z), 
i=, 
and for every pair j fj’ 
.f P{X, > z&;(x) u xv,> Unj,(X)} 
i=l 
= f P{Xij> Unj(X)}+ i P{Xij’> Unj’(X)} 
i=l i=l 
- i P{Xjj> U,j(X), Xij’> Unj’(X)} 
i=l 
+ -log G,,(x, x) = -log G,(x) 
by (11). Hence 
$J P{Xg> U,(X), X4’> Unj’(X)} 
i=, 
= i P{Xg> ~nj(~)}+ i P{Xo,> Unjf(X)}+lOg G,(x)+o(~) 
i=l i=l 
= i P{Xq> Unj(x)>+O(l), 
i=, 
which shows (12). 
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(b) Conversely, by (13) and Ad we get, for x < y, 
= i P{X{,> unj(x)}+ i P{X,,.> unjt(y)} 
I=, i=l 
- Ii p{xzj > un~(x), x,‘> unj'(Y)l 
I=, 
+-log G,(x) -log G,(y)+log G,(y) = -log G,(x) 
as n + ~0; hence Gjjr(X, y) = G,(X) or equivalently 2; = Zjs W.P. 1, which shows (11). 
This result can be formulated also for more general totally dependent random 
vectors where the probability is concentrated on a curve in Rd instead of the line 
tl with l’= (1,. . . , 1). 
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